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Abstract
Advertisement in dedicated webpage spaces or in search engines sponsored slots is usually sold using auctions, with a payment rule that is
either per impression or per click. But advertisers can be both sensitive
to being viewed (brand awareness effect) and being clicked (conversion
into sales).
In this paper, we generalize the auction mechanism by including both
pricing components: the advertisers are charged when their ad is displayed, and pay an additional price if the ad is clicked. Applying the
results for Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) auctions, we show how to compute payments to ensure incentive compatibility from advertisers as well
as maximize the total value extracted from the advertisement slot(s).
We provide tight upper bounds for the loss of efficiency due to applying only pay-per-click (or pay-per-view) pricing instead of our scheme.
Those bounds depend on the joint distribution of advertisement visibility
and population likelihood to click on ads, and can help identify situations
where our mechanism yields significant improvements. We also describe
how the commonly used generalized second price (GSP) auction can be
extended to this context.
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Introduction

An increasing number of online services (search engines, news, e-mail, video,
maps, ...) are provided free of charge, with a business model based on advertising: upon accessing the service, the user is presented with advertisements,
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usually next to (or before, for videos) the data of initial interest. The available
advertisement space is limited (among others, to maintain the service attractiveness for users), and is generally allocated among advertisers using auction
mechanisms: advertisers submit bids, in the form of prices, and advertisement
slots are decided based on those bids and possibly other factors such as the
advertisers’ likelihood of being of interest (clicked) to users. The price paid by
each advertiser may depend on all submitted bids, and would ideally satisfy a
property called incentive compatibility or truthfulness, meaning that even strategic bidders cannot do better than truthfully declare the price they are willing
to pay to get a slot.
In practice, two types of payment mechanisms are applied: either a price is
paid each time the ad is displayed (pay-per-impression scheme), or each time
the ad is clicked by a user (pay-per-click scheme). The former mechanism seems
appropriate for advertisers aiming at building a “brand awareness effect” (getting
the name of a brand or product known), while the latter rather corresponds to
advertisers aiming at converting the ad into a more tangible outcome such as a
product sale or a registration. Typically, Coca-Cola should be more interested
in views, since clicks will hardly directly result in sales. Pay-per-click on the
other hand more likely corresponds to online shops displaying their products.
But many advertisers could be interested in both options.
For both of those payment types, appropriate pricing rules exist, and have
been the subject of extensive research (see for example [11] and references
therein). Note that some services use a fixed payment scheme (pay-per-click
for most search engines like Google or Bing) while others (e.g., Facebook) leave
the choice to the advertiser. However, to the best of our knowledge no platform proposes hybrid schemes, where a price would be paid per view and an
additional charge would be applied if the ad is clicked. Actually the two models
are mathematically equivalent when there are known values of the the clickthrough-rate (CTR) and click-to-sale-conversion probabilities because a view or
a click can then be translated into a financial gain [7], even if it might actually
be difficult to quantify the money gain associated to a view into in the case of
brand awareness.
A hybrid mechanism similar to what we suggest has been defined and studied
in [7, 8], under the name impression plus click pricing: the equivalence result is
not satisfied there because the beliefs about the CTR are considered potentially
different between the publisher and the advertiser, hence the need for a richer
mechanism. An interesting feature of the proposed auction scheme is that despite the relaxation of this common knowledge assumption, the mechanism is
still incentive-compatible. On the other hand, it requires strong assumptions on
bounded valuations that we do not need here.
In this paper, we do not consider such discrepancies in CTR estimation–we
assume it is the same for the advertiser and the publisher–but we rather go in
a different direction in terms of assumption relaxation. We indeed investigate
the situation where a common bid is used for a (possibly large) set of webpages,
with different ad visibilities but also different likelihoods that an ad is clicked:
typically, a page about fashion is more likely to bring clicks and then sales than
2

a page about news; similarly, for a given page the click likelihood can depend
on the population viewing it, which can be determined using different means:
knowing how the user landed on this page, having users connect using a social
network account, etc. In this paper we will treat that case as distinct pages,
without loss of generality.
Assuming such variability in ad visibility and click likelihood also implies
that the equivalence result is not satisfied: we cannot simply and directly relate
the valuation per impression and the valuation per click, since the click/impression
ratio differs between pages. An advantage is that instead of requiring an estimation of the CTR for each page, the bids have to be provided once and for all
independently of the web page (but under a separability assumption).
In such a context, it appears necessary to have advertisers declare two values,
namely their willingness-to-pay for being clicked, and for being viewed. We
show on simple examples that using one-dimensional bids leads to significant
losses of efficiency (in the sense of the value obtained from the ad slots). On
the other hand, with a Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG)-based scheme applied for
each webpage to 2-dimensional bids, we ensure truthful bidding (as a dominant
bidding strategy) and maximized efficiency. We present bounds on the relative
performance of one-dimensional bids with respect to our proposed scheme, and
also explain how the commonly-used generalized second price (GSP) auctions
can be extended to this context, with their pros and cons.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
our mathematical model, specifying our assumptions for ad visibility and click
attractiveness. Section 3 then treats the case when each page only has one
advertisement slot, describing the scheme and its social surplus performance
bounds. Some of those results are generalized to the multiple-slot case in Section 4. Section 5 discusses our findings and proposes directions for future work.

2

Mathematical model

Consider advertisement slots to be sold on a web page or on a search engine.
Those slots are sold through auctions; for more about such auctions, the reader
is advised to look at [11]. In this paper, we consider that advertisers do not
bid on each webpage separately: this is particularly true for ad banners in usergenerated webpages such as forums; advertisers cannot treat separately each
forum and estimate how much to bid to place and ad. Instead, we assume that
advertisement slots are sold for sets of webpages (or combinations of keywords,
in the search engine case). This paper proposes an auction scheme that can
be applied on such a set: the characteristics of the set are revealed by the
auctioneer, advertisers submit one bid for each set, and the auctioneer decides
what ads to display and how much to charge for each visited page on the set.
This section specifies our assumptions in terms of ad slot (random) visibility
and user (random) click behavior, and advertiser preferences.

3

2.1

Advertisement visibility and click attractiveness

Inspired by the literature [6, 10] considering separable click-through rates, we
describe here our model for the likelihood of an ad being viewed (depending on
the page and the ad slot) and for the likelihood of that ad being clicked if viewed
(depending on the page, and the ad itself). The mathematical decomposition
of those effects is as follows:
• The ad visibility depends on the type of page visited, the size and location of the advertising slot, etc. It can be interpreted as the probability that
the user actually sees the ad (although this may be difficult to measure),
in particular we assume it is independent of the ads possibly displayed
in the other ad slots. We denote by αs the visibility of the ad displayed
in the sth ad slot of a given page: we model it as a random variable to
take into account the variability in pages, sizes and locations. But for any
given visited page, the vector α
~ = (α1 , . . . , αm ) is assumed known to the
auctioneer, where m is the (max) number of slots available on each page.
Also, without loss of generality we order ad slots on each page so that
α1 ≥ α2 ≥ . . . , i.e., ad slot 1 being more visible than ad slot 2, etc. Note
that the case when some pages have less than m ad slots is also covered:
for such spaces one just has to set αs = 0 if there is no ad slot s.
• Once an ad is viewed, there is a probability that it is clicked by the user.
We assume this probability is multiplicatively separable into
– a page effect, which reflects the fact that the likelihood of a click
depends on the type of page visited. For example, the likelihood
of a click (to products related to the page) is larger for e-commerce
webpages than for news webpages; or similarly, general knowledge
about the audience of a webpage (age, gender, location) can give
information about the likelihood to get a click. We represent that
effect through another random variable β.
– an ad effect, which represents the intrinsic attractiveness of the ad,
and which we denote by CTRj for advertiser j.
To summarize, in our model each webpage of the auctioned set is characterized by a pair (~
α, β), with α
~ a vector giving the visibility value αs for each slot s
in the page. When displayed in slot s on such a page, the ad from an advertiser
j is:
• viewed with probability αs ;
• clicked with probability αs β CTRj .
Given that advertisers do not submit a bit per page but only a global bid for
the whole set of pages, they do not need to know the values of β and α
~ for each
individual page: only the joint distribution of (~
α, β) is needed by advertisers to
decide how to bid; we assume that the auctioneer reveals this information to
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advertisers before the auction starts, so that advertisers would not need to carry
out statistical estimation campaigns on their own for the set of webpages. A
natural incentive for the auctioneer is that without this entry cost, advertisers
are also more likely to join the system.
Assuming β and α
~ to be known to the auctioneer raises some implementability questions:
• β characterizes the clicking behavior on a page, which we believe stems
from the population visiting that page (which includes, e.g., the purpose
of their visit such as e-shopping versus news catching). We think such
aspects can be estimated by the auctioneer, correlating browsing and click
behaviors;
• the estimation of α
~ may be hard in practice since visibility cannot be
directly measured. However, we believe such an estimation is possible
when β is known: by displaying the same ad on several pages (or slots)
and comparing the numbers of clicks, one should be able to estimate the
visibility of the particular page-slot pair.
Designing the most efficient estimation methods for β and α
~ based on observed
browsing and clicking behavior is beyond the scope of this paper, but deserves
some attention if our scheme is to be implemented in practice. Also, strategic
auctioneer behaviors consisting in revealing false distributions are not considered
in this paper; we think they may be detected through independent estimations
so that auctioneers would not risk implementing them.

2.2

Advertiser preferences

Consider a set J of advertisers. Each advertiser is potentially interested in both
views and clicks. More exactly, Advertiser j ∈ J is characterized by a pair
(bvj , bcj )
where bvj is its valuation for a view (the brand awareness effect) and bcj its
valuation for a click (related to potential sales). Due to the large number of
page visits, it is reasonable to assume that advertisers are risk-neutral, i.e., they
are interested in the value they can extract over the whole set of webpages and
of visits.
Under the assumptions of the previous subsection, for an Advertiser j characterized by valuations (bvj , bcj ), the expected value of ad slot s at web page
(~
α, β) is

Uj (~
α, β) = αs bvj + β CTRj bcj .
(1)
That value quantifies how much the advertiser thinks its ad in slot s is worth,
i.e., how much the advertiser would be willing to pay to obtain this slot (instead
of not being displayed at all). Following the usage in game-theory literature, we
will indifferently refer to that value as the advertiser valuation or willingnessto-pay. The corresponding net utility would then be the difference between the
willingness-to-pay and the price actually paid.
5

Advertisers being sensitive to the aggregated effects of their ad behavior,
each advertiser j ∈ J is assumed to behave (here, bid) in order to maximize its
expected net utility, that is, the expectation

E(~α,β) [Uj (~
α, β) − pj (~
α, β)] = E(~α,β) [αsj bvj + β CTRj bcj − pj (~
α, β)], (2)
where sj is the slot that Advertiser j obtains when page (~
α, β) is visited, and
pj (~
α, β) is the (expected) amount that Advertiser j is charged because of that
visit.

2.3

Auctioning for ad space over a set of webpages

In this paper, we suggest that publishers offer a simple interface to advertisers:
advertisers are asked to declare how much they are willing to pay to be viewed,
and–when displayed–what additional price they would be willing to pay to have
their ad clicked. Those bids are then used for a possibly large set of webpages
which has been agreed upon beforehand between the auctioneer and each particular advertiser. Note that the set of webpages can differ among advertisers:
each advertiser j may define a set of webpages Wj it is interested in, although
we do not develop that aspect in this paper because it is not its purpose to discuss the strategies on the slots to target. The difference for our analysis would
be a decomposition of the set of ads into 2|J | − 1 subsets, corresponding to
all potential combinations of bidders, and the surpluses and expected revenues
would just be a sum over all those subsets. We therefore simplify the notations
by assuming without much loss of generality that the advertisers submit their
bid on all slots.
The auctioneer allocates the ad slot(s) of a page in order to maximize the
generated value, based on bids, i.e., on declared values (b̃vj )j∈J and (b̃cj )j∈J .
Focusing on a single slot, it should be given to the advertiser with the highest
value for b̃vj + β CTRj b̃cj . Intuitively, if a webpage is not likely to attract clicks
(β small), its ad slot will rather be allocated to advertisers focusing on building
a brand effect; on the contrary if β is large then the slot should be given to an
advertiser with a high valuation for clicks.

2.4

Performance metrics

As is classical in mechanism design, a key property will be dominant-strategy incentive compatibility (or incentive compatibility in short), meaning that for any
bid profile of one’s competitors, one’s best bidding strategy is to reveal one’s
willingness-to-pay for the ad slot resource. In this paper we will directly apply some well-known results on second-price auctions and their generalizations,
which ensure incentive compatibility.
The other performance metric will be relative to the value that is extracted
from the whole set of ad slots, and is generally called social welfare, to highlight
the fact that we consider the society as a whole. Nevertheless, here we do not
incorporate users in the metric, while they may also have gains or losses because
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of those ad slots: modeling on the one hand the ad nuisance effect and on the
other hand the potential gains from interesting ads is beyond the scope of this
paper. As a result, what we will call social welfare–and aim at maximizing–is the
sum of the net utilities for advertisers (given in (2)) and for the auctioneer (that
is, the auctioneer’s revenue). Note that it is a standard definition when studying
sponsored search auctions [10, 14, 15]. Since the payments from advertisers to
the auctioneer cancel out, social welfare will come down to the sum of the
expected values of advertisers’ valuations.
Mathematically, social welfare will therefore be
X


SW =
E(~α,β) αsj (bvj + β CTRj ) ,
Adv. j

with again sj the slot allocated to Advertiser j on webpages characterized by
(~
α, β).
Social welfare will of course depend on the slot allocation scheme and the
advertiser bidding behavior. An efficient auction scheme would incentivize advertisers to bid so that the resulting social welfare is (not far from) optimal.

3

The one-slot case

For simplicity of exposition, we first treat here the case when only one advertisement slot is available on each webpage. In that case, the vector α
~ is just a
scalar α ≥ 0.

3.1

The impression plus click second-price auction scheme

We suggest that on each webpage w (with given values for (α, β)), the publisher performs a second-price auction [16] to allocate the advertising slot. The
multiple-slot case will be discussed in the next section.
3.1.1

2D-auction rules

Definition 1 (2D-auction scheme). Based on the submitted two-dimensional
bids (b̃vj , b̃cj )j∈J , on a webpage with ad visibility α and click-likelihood β,
• the slot is given to an advertiser j1 with the highest declared expected
value from being displayed
j1 ∈ arg max b̃vj + β CTRj b̃cj
j∈J |
{z
}
:=mj (β)

• that advertiser is charged αp for each impression (or equivalently, p per
expected view) where p is the second-highest declared valuation
p := max {b̃vj + β CTRj b̃cj }.
j∈J \j1
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(3)

Note from the definition that the winner identity depends on β, and the
price charged depends on β and α.
3.1.2

2D-auction incentive and surplus properties

As a second-price auction, the 2D-auction has good incentive properties, as
stated below.
Proposition 1. The 2D-auction scheme of Definition 1 satisfies the truthfulness property: for each Advertiser j, submitting its true pair of valuations
(b̃vj , b̃cj ) = (bvj , bcj ) is a dominant strategy.
Moreover, the average social surplus per visited page is



S2D = E max α bvj + β CTRj bcj .
(4)
j∈J

Proof. On any page (α, β), the ad slot is allocated to the
 advertiser who
 values
v
c
it most in the sense of the declared valuation Ũj := α b̃j + β CTRj b̃j , which
corresponds to the real valuation when advertisers bid truthfully. The price
paid then corresponds to the so-called social opportunity cost of the winner’s
presence, that is here simply the highest valuation among losing advertisers.
We therefore exactly have a Vickrey auction using the declared values (Ũj )j∈J ,
which is known to be incentive compatible [12]: for each webpage the advertisers
cannot do better than being truthful about their valuation Uj . Since the value
of β is unknown to advertisers, the only way to ensure that the value considered
by the auctioneer is the true one for each page is for advertisers to truthfully
declare their value-per-view and value-per-click.
Note that another implementation of the 2D pricing scheme can be in the
form of impression+click pricing, as suggested in [8], instead of the per-impression
price of (3) charged each time: Advertiser j1 would be charged only αb̃vj2 when
CTR

displayed, and an additional CTRjj2 b̃cj2 if the ad is clicked. That implementation
1
gives the same expected payment αp with p given in (3), and therefore will be
considered equivalent in this paper. Nevertheless, it may be preferred by advertisers since being closer to the actual user behavior (the extra charge for a
click being applied only when a click occurs instead of being averaged for each
impression). But note on the other hand that it induces more variance in prices.
Given that the parameter β differs among pages (a difference with [7, 8]),
there is no direct equivalence between a price per view and a price per click
when submitting bids. Hence, as we illustrate later, using one-dimensional
bids (interpreted as per impression, or per click) leads to an inevitable loss of
efficiency: the ad slots cannot always be allocated to the advertiser valuing it
most. At least a two-dimensional bid is needed, and we argue it is sufficient to
ensure optimality.
Of course, separate auctions could be run independently on each webpage.
The advantage of our method is that the bidding process is used once, for
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a possibly very large set of webpages, and remains very simple (only a twodimensional bid is sent by each advertiser at the beginning of its campaign)
while still permitting advertisers to play their dominant-strategy bid on each
page. Said differently, even if advertisers were allowed to submit a different bid
on each page, they could not get a higher utility.

3.2

1D-auction schemes

For comparison purposes, we define the (classical) one-dimensional bidding auction: even if advertiser utilities are bi-dimensional, they are only allowed to submit a one-dimensional bid, representing either their valuation for being clicked
or for being displayed.
3.2.1

1D-auction rules

Let us first define the allocation and pricing rules in a general manner.
Definition 2 (1D-auction scheme). Based on values (ṽj )j∈J representing the
average value of being displayed, and computed from one-dimensional bids:
• the slot is given to an advertiser j with maximum value ṽ· :
j ∈ arg max ṽi ;
i∈J

• the (average) price paid per impression is the second-highest value pj =
maxi∈J \{j} ṽi .
This definition is independent of the bid interpretation:
• if a bid represents the value-per-impression, then ṽj is directly the submitted bid of Advertiser j;
• if bids are interpreted as representing the value-per-view, then ṽj can be
obtained from the bid bj as ṽj = E[α]bj ;
• if bids are interpreted as a value-per-click, then ṽj is computed from bid
bj as: ṽj = bj · E[αβ]CTRj .
Also, both price implementations are covered:
• in a pay-per-impression scheme, the displayed Advertiser j is charged pj
at each impression;
• in a pay-per-click scheme, Advertiser j is charged
hence on average pj per impression.

pj
E[αβ]CTRj

when clicked,

Note that the definition above allows some implementations which are counterintuitive or make little practical sense, such as, for example, bids being interpreted as value-per-impression but advertisers being charged only when clicks
9

occur. Actually we have 6 possible combinations for the (bid interpretation,
price implementation) pair, which are all equivalent when the distribution of
(α, β) is known to the auctioneer and to advertisers, as we illustrate now. We
first show that all bid interpretations are equivalent, since in all cases Advertiser
j can ensure that any chosen value vj is considered by the auctioneer:
• with value-per-impression bids, Advertiser j just has to bid vj ;
• with value-per-view bids, Advertiser j knows that to compute ṽj , its bid
v
will be multiplied by E[α] by the system. It should then declare Ej [α];
• with value-per-click bids, Advertiser j knows that ṽj will be obtained
from the bid through a multiplication by CTRj E[αβ], i.e., the expected
v
probability of being clicked when displayed. It just has to bid CTRjjE[αβ] .
As a result, since we assumed the joint distribution of α and β to be common
knowledge among all actors, advertisers can have the mechanism consider any
value vj they want, through very simple manipulations for any interpretation of
the bids.
Similarly, as regards the price implementation, once the mechanism has computed the (average) price per display pj charged to Advertiser j:
p

• under pay-per-click the mechanism will charge CTRjjE[αβ] for each click,
• under pay-per-impression the charge pj will be applied at each impression.
Hence again, because of the distribution of (α, β) being known, both implementations are equivalent: Advertiser j will pay on average pj for each impression.
Therefore, all combinations are mathematically equivalent, even if those with
non-matching bid interpretation and price implementation are not likely to be
chosen by the auctioneer.
3.2.2

1D-auction properties

Let us formalize the equivalence between all the variants of the 1D-auction, as
well as their incentive properties.
Lemma 1. For the 1D-auction scheme of Definition 2, both pay-per-impression
and pay-per-click implementations are equivalent in average, in the following
sense:
1. for any interpretation of the bid (as the willingness-to-pay for an impression, for a view, or for a click), truthfully declaring one’s (corresponding)
expected value is the only dominant strategy;
2. the same advertiser is displayed in the ad slot of all webpages, and is an
advertiser j0 with maximum expected value for being displayed


j0 ∈ arg max E α bvj + β CTRj bcj
j∈J
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3. the resulting average surplus (per visited webpage) is the maximum expected value


S1D = max E α bvj + β CTRj bcj
(5)
j∈J

4. the average revenue per visited webpage is the second-highest maximum
expected value


R1D = max E α bvj + β CTRj bcj .
(6)
j∈J \j0

Proof. The 1D-auction actually allocates only one indivisible good (the right to
be displayed in the ad slot of all webpages), and allocates it using a classical
Vickrey auction: bidders are asked (directly or indirectly, depending on the bid
interpretation) to declare how much they are willing to pay to obtain that good,
which is then allocated to the highest bidder who is charged (on average) the
second-highest declared value. It is well-known and easy to check that bidding
truthfully is the only dominant strategy.
In our setting, this means that an advertiser j characterized by its valuations (bcj , bvj ) should bid so that the value considered by the auction equals its


truthful (expected) valuation for being displayed, that is E α bvj + β CTRj bcj =
E[α]bvj + CTRj E[αβ]bcj . If bids are interpreted as values per impression, that bidder should then directly declare that value, while it should divide it by the click
probability CTRj E[αβ] (resp., E[α]) if bids are interpreted as values per click
(resp., per view).
The two other points of the lemma are then direct consequences of the truthfulness property: the ad slot goes to an advertiser with maximal expected valuation, and who is charged on average the second-highest expected valuation for
each display.
The main consequence of Lemma 1 can be summarized as follows: for a
given set of bids, the 1D-auction schemes defined above will select only one
winning advertiser, which will be displayed on all pages. In our model where
advertisers’ valuations for views and clicks differ, and where clicking behavior
varies among pages, this leaves some space for improvement, which our 2Dscheme accomplishes by displaying on each page the advertiser with the highest
valuation.

3.3

Relative performance of 1D and 2D auctions

The following proposition compares the performance of one-dimensional bidding
(pay-per-click or pay-per-impression) with our two-dimensional bidding scheme.
Proposition 2. Recall that S1D (resp. S2D ) are for the expected surplus over
the set of webpages over which the auction is performed for the 1D (resp. 2D)
auction. Then if advertisers are assumed to play their (unique) dominant strategy, the respective surpluses raised by both auction schemes verify:



1 β
S2D
1≤
≤ E α max
,
(7)
S1D
ᾱ αβ
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with ᾱ := E[α] and αβ := E[αβ].
Moreover, those bounds are tight, i.e., for any distribution of (α, β) there
exists a valuation
profile
such
i that S2D = S1D and a valuation profile such that
h

1 β
S2D = S1D E α max ᾱ , αβ .
While the lower bound is expected since 2D auctions make use of more
information, the upper bound characterizes the maximum gain in terms of α
and β. In particular, if that bound is sufficiently close to 1 then the efficiency
improvement of the 2D-scheme is not worth the extra complexity: it is sufficient
to implement a 1D-scheme and display the same ad on all the webpages of the
set.
Proof. To simplify notations, define for each i ∈ J
ai

:= CTRi bci .

The expressions for S1D and S2D are then:
 


S1D = max E α bvj + βaj = max ᾱbvj + αβaj ,
i∈J
i∈J



S2D = E α max bvj + βaj .
i∈J

The inequality S2D ≥ S1D is trivial, as well as the fact it is tight (just assume
all bidders in J have the same values for aj and bvj ).
Now, notice that for all j ∈ J , ᾱbvj + αβaj ≤ S1D , hence aj ≤
thus for any page (α, β) we have


β
β ᾱ
v
v
bj + βaj ≤
S1D + bj 1 −
.
αβ
αβ
Therefore, since bvj ≥ 0 we have when β >
bvj + βaj ≤

β
S1D
αβ

S1D −ᾱbv
j
αβ

, and

αβ
ᾱ

for all j ∈ J .

Consequently,





 v
v
S2D = E 1l{β≤ αβ } α max{bj + βaj } + 1l{β> αβ } α max bj + βaj
j∈J
j∈J
ᾱ
ᾱ






αβ
αβ


aj } +1l{β> αβ }
S1D 
≤ E 1l{β≤ αβ } α max{bvj +
j∈J
ᾱ
ᾱ
ᾱ


αβ
|
{z
}
=α
ᾱ S1D




1 β
= S1D E α max
,
,
ᾱ αβ
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which gives the right-hand side of (7).
There remains to show that this last inequality is tight: let us fix a joint
distribution for (α, β) and consider a setting with two advertisers, both having
the same expected value ᾱbv1 + αβa1 = ᾱbv2 + αβa2 per visit for the slot (hence
that common value is S1D ), but where:
• Advertiser 1 is only interested in clicks, i.e., bv1 = 0 and thus a1 =
• Advertiser 2 is only interested in views, i.e., a2 = 0 and bv2 =

S1D
;
αβ

S1D
ᾱ .

Then with 2D-bidding, the slot goes to Advertiser 1 if an only if β > αβ
ᾱ , and
h

i
S2D = E 1l{β≤ αβ } α max{bvi + βai } +1l{β> αβ } α max bvi + βai
i∈J
i∈J
ᾱ
ᾱ
{z
}
{z
}
|
|
=bv
2 +βa2 =S1D /ᾱ

=
=

3.4

β
=bv
1 +βa1 = αβ S1D



α
αβ
S1D E 1l{β≤ αβ } + 1l{β> αβ }
ᾱ
ᾱ
ᾱ
αβ



1 β
S1D E α max
,
.
ᾱ αβ

An illustrative example

A particular case is when α and β are independent. For example, if in that case
β is uniformly distributed over an interval [0, βmax ], then from Proposition 2 we
have
S2D
5
1≤
≤ ,
S1D
4
i.e., using 2D-bidding instead of 1D-bidding can yield a 25% surplus improvement.
Let us for example assume that ad slots on all webpages have the same
visibility α, and take α = 1 without loss of generality. Hence webpages differ
only in the likelihood β of ads attracting clicks; in this example, we consider
that β is uniformly distributed over the interval [0, 1].
Consider two advertisers with the same CTR, with Advertiser 1 only interested in clicks, i.e., characterized by valuations (0, bc1 ), and Advertiser 2 only
interested in views, i.e., characterized by valuations (bv2 , 0).
Behavior of our two-dimensional auction
Under our impression+click (2D-auction) scheme, from Proposition 1, advertisers submit truthful bids. Hence,
• if β >
sion;

bv
2
bc1 CTR

the slot goes to Advertiser 1, who is charged bv2 per impres-
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• otherwise the slot goes to Advertiser 2, who is charged bc1 β CTR on average
per impression (either as a price per impression, or as a price bc1 per click).
Then, assuming bv2 < bc1 CTR, the expected value (over the random β) from
the slot for each impression is
Z 1
bv
bc1 xCTRdx
E [max(bc1 β CTR, bv2 )] = bv2 c 2 +
bv
b1 CTR
x= c 2
b1 CTR


v 2
c
b1 CTR
bv2
(b2 )
2
=
+
)
1−( c
bc1 CTR
2
b1 CTR
bc1 CTR
(bv2 )2
=
+
.
(8)
2bc1 CTR
2
When bv2 ≥ bc1 CTR the slot always goes to Advertiser 2 so that the expected slot
value is simply bv2 .
Behavior of a one-dimensional auction
On the other hand, let us investigate what would happen under a 1D auction,
where each advertiser could only submit a one-dimensional bid, for example
indicating its willingness-to-pay for a click (from Lemma 1, a pay-per-impression
scheme would be equivalent).
Denoting by bi the (one-dimensional) bid of Advertiser i for i = 1, 2, the
auctioneer would for each page:
• sort bids in terms of their product click-through-rate×bid –here since we
assumed both advertisers have the same CTR, the ranking is just based on
bids–;
• give the slot to the highest bidder (in terms of this product);
• charge (per impression, on average) the second-highest price (still in terms
2
of the click-through-rate×bid product), hence for example b2 CTR
CTR1 per
click if Advertiser 1 obtains the slot [11]. Here, with both advertisers
having the same CTR, the price per click is just the second-highest bid.
The problem here is that the click likelihood is a random variable, so that
as evoked before there is no predictable equivalence between the value for being
displayed and the value for being clicked. While Advertiser 1 can declare its true
valuation b1 = bc1 , bidding in such a scheme is more tricky for the view-sensitive
Advertiser 2, since it cannot bid so that its truthful valuation be taken into
account for each page. Since bidders are assumed risk-neutral, and as stated
in Lemma 1, Advertiser 2 will declare its truthful expected valuation for the
slot (in terms of value per click): since winning the auction will bring some
(random) number N of views, and a corresponding expected number of clicks
N β̄, that bidder should declare it is willing to pay bv2 N for those views, and
hence b2 = bv2 /β̄ per click.
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For our example, if b2 < b1 then the slot always goes to Advertiser 1, and
hence has an expected value per display
E[β CTRbc1 ] =

CTRbc1

2

.

On the other hand, if b1 < b2 the slot goes to Advertiser 2, for which it has an
expected value per display bv2 .
As a result, if advertisers bid truthfully, the expected value per impression
is


CTRbc1
v
.
(9)
max b2 ,
2
Behavior of a pay-per-impression auction
Similarly, a pay-per-impression auction would ask for a one-dimensional bid and
always give the slot to the same bidder, yielding the same maximum expected
value as the one in (9).
Figure 1 shows that expected value per ad impression for our 2D-bid scheme
and for the two one-dimensional bidding schemes (click-based or impressionbased) when bv2 = 0.01, CTR = 0.01 and bc1 varies. The second graph displays
the ratio of allocated slot values. Our 2D-auction reaching maximum efficiency,
a value 1 means an efficient outcome. A loss of efficiency can be observed for
some per-click valuations bc1 of Advertiser 1. Interestingly, this (relative) loss of
efficiency is not monotonous as bc1 increases. We also observe that the bound
bv
2
we have SS2D
= 54 , or
obtained in Proposition 2 is attained: when bc1 = β̄ CTR
1D
equivalently an 80% efficiency.

4

Extension to multi-slot pages

Our 2D-auction mechanism can quite easily be extended to the case where
each page has a number m of ad slots. Let us index slots with the subscript s,
1 ≤ s ≤ m. Recall that the slot visibilities are (αs )1≤s≤m where α1 ≥ · · · ≥ αm ,
and the page effect β is the same for all slots of a given page. As before we also
have the ad effect on clicks, that we still denote by CTRj for advertiser j. Note
that, since β is the same for all slots, the preference ranking of all advertisers is
the same: they all prefer Slot 1 over Slot 2, etc.
As pointed out in Section 2, assuming m to be the same over all pages is
without loss of generality.
Similar to what is suggested in [7], our auction scheme can be extended in
two different ways.
• A first possibility is to apply the VCG principle to allocate and price ad
slots on each visited page (see [16, 3, 9] or [12, 13] for a definition of VCG
auctions). More precisely, for each page one would allocate slots to ads in
order to maximize the “total declared value” of that allocation; and each
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Figure 1: Efficiency of a 1D-bidding scheme
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3

advertiser would be charged the cost its presence imposes on the others’
total declared value. This approach is detailed in Subsection 4.1.
• The second approach is inspired by the Generalized Second Price mechanism, which is extensively applied in sponsored search auctions [11, 12]: as
for VCG, the allocation is the most efficient one (in the sense of declared
values); but the price each displayed advertiser pays is here the minimum
one she could have declared and would have earned her the same slot.
This approach is detailed in Subsection 4.2.

4.1

Applying VCG on each page

In VCG auctions, each bidder should declare how much she is willing to pay for
all the possible outcomes. In our setting, each bidder is sensitive only to her
allocated slot (if any) since our model assumes no interdependency among the
view/click probabilities of jointly displayed ads.
Hence, the mechanism needs to know the willingness-to-pay of each bidder
for all slots, which depend on the page characteristics (~
α, β). As in the one-slot
case, it is sufficient that each bidder j declares her per-view valuation bvj and
per-click valuation bcj . Therefore the mechanism can simply ask each bidder j
to declare a per-view bid b̃vj and a per-valuation bid b̃cj .
Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanisms are well-known for having three desirable
properties:
• Incentive Compatibility, meaning that bidding truthfully is a dominant
strategy (i.e., the best each bidder could do, whatever the others’ actions);
• Efficiency, meaning that the equilibrium (in dominant strategies) of bidding strategies leads to a value-maximizing allocation;
• Individual Rationality, meaning that each bidder gets a non-negative utility (i.e., one never looses by entering the game).
In practice, once the bid values (b̃vj , b̃cj ) are collected from all bidders j,
the mechanism follows the same method, independently, on each webpage, as
described below.
1. The slots 1, ..., m are allocated in order to maximize the declared valuation.
More specifically, the advertisers (π(s))1≤i≤m , where π(i) is the advertiser
whose ad is displayed in slot i, are a solution of
arg

max
π(1),...,π(m)

m
X



αi b̃vπ(i) + β CTRπ(i) b̃cπ(i)

(10)

i=1

s.t. π(i) 6= π(i0 )

∀i 6= i0 .

This is not computationally hard: since slots are such that α1 ≥ α2 ≥
· · · ≥ αm , advertisers just need to be sorted by decreasing values of b̃vj +
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β CTRj b̃cj , the ith advertiser of that ranking being then displayed in slot i
for i = 1, . . . , m. Note that, as in the one-slot case, the ranking depends
on the page only through the click-likelihood β.
2. VCG payments are so that each advertiser pays the loss of (declared) value
her presence imposes on others: here only providers ranked lower than
Advertiser j (and in the first m + 1 positions) are affected by Advertiser
j’s presence. Had Advertiser j not been here, each of them would be one
slot ahead, hence the price paid by Advertiser j is
pVCG
=
j

m+1
X



(αk − αk+1 ) b̃vj(k) + β CTRj(k) b̃cj(k) ,

k=s(j)+1

where s(j) is the slot allocated to Advertiser j on this page.

4.2

Using Generalized Second Price

In GSP, the allocation rule is the same as in VCG–hence, determined by (10)–,
but the pricing rule is different, following a “next-price” principle [1]: Advertiser
j pays the minimum bid (actually, the declared valuation) she could have bid
while keeping the same ad slot, i.e., her price depends on the bid of the advertiser
ranked just after her. Denoting by s(j) the slot of Advertiser j and by π(s(j)+1)
the advertiser ranked just below her, we have an average price per display


v
c
b
+
β
CTR
b
pGSP
=
α
π(s(j)+1)
s(j)
j
π(s(j)+1)
π(s(j)+1) ,
which can be decomposed in an impression plus click manner, with a price per
impression
imp
pGSP
= αs(j) bvπ(s(j)+1)
j
and an additional price per click
pGSP
j

click

=

CTRπ(s(j)+1) c
bπ(s(j)+1) .
CTRj

Indeed, on a visited webpage (α, β) such a pricing yields an average (per visit)
payment due to clicks
E[pGSP
j

click

1l{ad clicked} ]

= αs(j) β CTRj pGSP
j

click

= αs(j) β CTRπ(s(j)+1) bcπ(s(j)+1) .
Despite not incentive compatible (see below for an illustration), this pricing
scheme is more likely to be used than VCG for two reasons, as in traditional
sponsored search auctions:
• it is claimed to be simpler to understand for advertisers (instead of depending on many bids, the price paid only depends on the next-high bid);
• it yields a larger revenue (still, with respect to VCG) to the slots owner
[12].
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4.3

A numerical example

The mechanisms being described, we now provide a comparison of their output,
as well as a comparison with 1D schemes, by means of a numerical example.
Let us consider an example with m slots, for which N c + 1 advertisers compete: we assume N c advertisers are interested in clicks, while one advertiser
(Advertiser 0) is interested in views. For simplicity, we assume that
• all click-interested advertisers have the same click-through-rate
• the willingness-to-pay values for a click are linearly distributed among
click-interested advertisers, between bcmin and bcmax > bcmin : Advertiser k
c
c
is willing to pay a price bcmin + Nk−1
c −1 (bmax − bmin )
• the view probabilities are the same on all pages. More precisely, at each
page the probability that an ad displayed in slot s is viewed is given in
Table 1. Those numbers are taken from [4], and indicate the relative
numbers of clicks on ranked results in a search-engine result page: even
if the context is different here, this gives an idea of the influence of the
position on the click likelihood.
• the page effect on the click likelihood is such that β is uniformly distributed
on an interval of the form [0, βmax ].
α1
0.364

α2
0.125

α3
0.095

α4
0.079

α5
0.061

α6
0.041

α7
0.038

α8
0.035

α9
0.03

α10
0.022

Table 1: Values for αs used in the example.
Let us investigate a specific example, for which the parameter values are
given in Table 2.
m
5

Nc
6

CTRk , k

0.1

>0

CTR0

0.05

bcmin
10

bcmax
100

bv0
1

β
U[0, 0.3]

Table 2: Parameter values for the m-slot scenario considered.
We compare in Figures 2-4 our 2D-auction scheme–with VCG or GSP pricing–
to a 1D-auction scheme, which can be seen as the currently used pay-per-click
(PPC) scheme–implementing also the VCG and GSP pricing rules. We vary
the bid (per click) of the view-interested advertiser, assuming the other advertisers (which are all click-interested) truthfully declare their willingness-to-pay
for a click. Figures 2 and 3 respectively show the per-display expected surplus
(that is, the total expected value that slots have for advertisers) and the viewinterested valuation for the resulting allocation. The allocation rules being the
same for VCG and GSP, the social welfare curves in Figure 2 coincide for both
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Auction expected revenue
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Figure 4: Auctioneer revenue for the different mechanisms

pricing rules. Figure 3 on the other hand distinguishes both schemes, and illustrates the incentive-compatibility property of the VCG pricing rule (both for
1D and 2D auctions): bidding truthfully maximizes the view-interested advertiser utility. Also, bidding truthfully ensures a non-negative utility (individual
rationality property of the VCG scheme). Finally, both for 1D and 2D auction
schemes, the reachable social welfare is maximized when bidders bid truthfully.
On the other hand, with GSP pricing truthfulness is not ensured: here
Advertiser 0 (the view-interested advertiser) would be better off bidding below
its actual (average) per-click valuation. However, determining the best bidding
strategies with GSP pricing is a complex problem, that is beyond the scope of
this paper: we rather refer to [6, 11, 15] for works related to this issue of optimal
bidding when GSP is used. When such bid shading (bidding below truthful
valuation) is implemented by advertisers, different ads may be displayed, which
can result in a loss in the match between viewers and the displayed ads. Hence,
as the authors of [2] recommend for the 1D-case, we think VCG should be
preferred to GSP because of the VCG incentive properties.
Finally, Figure 4 shows the corresponding revenues. As stated before, if
bidders bid truthfully, the GSP pricing rule yields a higher revenue than the
VCG one. Somewhat counterintuitively, in this numerical experiment the 2Dauction revenues are lower than the 1D-auction revenues: even if more value (the
social welfare) is extracted from the ad slots in the 2D-case, GSP pricing favors
the auctioneer to an extent that exceeds this difference since the auctioneer
extracts more revenue in a GSP-1D auction than a VCG-2D auction. A direct
conclusion is that in terms of utility (valuation minus prices), advertisers suffer
twice from the current most applied scheme: they pay more (due to the GSP
rule) and get less from being displayed (from the 1D-auction) than if a 2Dauction with VCG payments were applied.
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5

Conclusions

We proposed in this paper an impression plus click pricing scheme for online
advertisement slots and sponsored searches, which allows to optimally allocate
the slots among view- and click-sensitive advertisers. Our scheme presents the
advantage of being simple to implement, and efficient. We obtained bounds on
the relative efficiency with respect to bids based on clicks or impressions only.
In the multiple-slot case, we discussed the VCG implementation of the scheme,
but also the GSP one, more likely to be considered since GSP is extensively
used for online advertising even if not incentive compatible.
Future works could be in several directions. First, the case where advertisers
focus on different (but overlapping) subsets of pages or searches, as highlighted
in Section 2.3, is worth studying more deeply, by including it in the decision
variables of advertisers. Second, we would like to extend our scheme to the
case where CTRs are estimated, in a way to also generalize the work in [7, 8].
Third, the case of budget limits for advertisers in ad campaigns is important
to consider, but yields other difficulties since all page visits cannot be treated
independently (the budget limits can be reached) [5]. Finally, our results will be
strengthened with robustness checks when advertisers have uncertainty about
measurements driving bid prices. All this was beyond the scope of the paper,
which is centered on the definition of a new auction mechanism, but is worth
investigating in a near future.
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